
vetted it (for otherwise the existing version would surely not have been allowed to stand). I note that there

is no native speaker of English among the members of that committee. Is there a connection? If so, would it

not be prudent in future to employ scholars who are native speakers as translators and/or checkers?

The subversive thought occurs that it is perhaps unnecessary anyway to translate such an introduction in

its entirety. A two-page summary in English plus a translation of the libretto would suffice for ordinary

purposes, and I would guess that non-Italians with a vital interest in reading the full version would nearly

always be able to tackle the original successfully.

In passing, I think it is a pity that the English translation of the libretto appears independently of its

Italian counterpart. Since it follows the Italian text line for line, parallel presentation would have been com-

pletely practicable. Not only would this have saved paper, but it would also have helped the many non-Italian

readers who possess enough knowledge of the language to make sense of it when provided with a crib.

Another unexpected diseconomy occurs in the score, where in recitatives shared between more than one

character each singer has the luxury of a separate staff. Provided that there is no contrapuntal opposition

or overlapping between the singers’ parts, a single vocal staff always suffices for a recitative movement, and

indeed helps the reader better to appreciate the melodic flow as a whole. A final instance of unnecessary

prolixity (or bad organization) is the duplication of whole sentences from the Introduction in the section

dealing with editorial criteria.

Concerning the score, I have to be the bearer of more bad news. Almost all the way through, it is littered

with wrong notes and incorrect or missing accidentals. Not all the solutions are evident from the context,

so it would be unsafe to use the edition for a performance without checking it against one of the two

original sources (which of course defeats the purpose of publishing a modern edition in the first place).

The errors may have been present in the sources but not recognized as such; they may otherwise result

from careless initial transcription, failure to take action after later changes to key signatures, inaccurate

inputting into a computer or bugs in the computer program itself. I would guess that most of these factors

played some part, but the essential point is that the errors should have been noticed and remedied at least

by proof stage. One can have the best methodology in the world, but in the final analysis only a keen eye

and alert brain (ideally, of more than one person) can ensure that an edition stays on the rails.

michael talbot
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antonio vivaldi (1678–1741), ed. andrew woolley

CONCERTO IN D MINOR, RV431A (IL GRAN MOGOL), CONCERTO IN E MINOR, RV431

Launton: Edition HH, 2010

pp. xvþ 32, isbn 978 1 905779 64 2

As if the extraordinary quantity – almost five hundred – of Vivaldi’s concertos was not sufficient, Vivaldi

scholarship still frets over the ones that got away: the fish that escaped the net. The extent of the lost music

of this composer remains a highly potent topic, deeply fascinating not only because new discoveries continue

to be unearthed (in 2005, for example: the Dixit Dominus, rv807, formerly misattributed to Galuppi) but

also because it is certain that Vivaldi composed significantly more music than might be inferred from the

impressively great total of the surviving works. He must have composed, for instance, more concertos in

the early years of his career, c 1703–1715, than the few that have come down to us. Moreover, the paucity of

surviving autographs of concertos from the mid-1730s onwards, in stark contrast to the number of those

extant from the 1720s and early 1730s, strongly hints that Vivaldi may have increasingly sold off concerto
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scores on a piecemeal basis, probably in growing need of funds late in his career. The English scholar and

traveller Edward Holdsworth, having met and spoken with the composer in Venice in 1733, reported that

Vivaldi ‘expects a guinea for ev’ry piece’, a price that Holdsworth judged to be exorbitant (see Michael

Talbot, ‘Vivaldi’s ‘‘Manchester’’ Sonatas’, Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association 104 (1977–1978), 21).

Doubtless wealthier tourists and distinguished visitors to Venice were not so parsimonious; the purchase of

a concerto manuscript, whether an existing one or a freshly made copy, as a souvenir of the famous Vivaldi

must not have been uncommon.

Enter Andrew Woolley and his discovery, in 2010, of the Flute Concerto in D minor, rv431a, preserved

in a manuscript (four separate parts) in the National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh, among the family

papers of the Marquesses of Lothian. This became something of a cause célèbre, with announcements in the

media after the music had been authenticated, not so much because yet another concerto could be added to

the hundreds of others but because this was one that set itself apart with one of Vivaldi’s curiously eccentric

titles: Il Gran Mogol. Indeed, this was a fairly big fish that had slipped through the net a long time ago: since

the early 1980s Vivaldi scholars had known, but only from mere references in an eighteenth-century catalogue,

about the former existence of four lost flute concertos with geographical titles (La Francia, La Spagna,

L’Inghilterro and Il Gran Mogol), which thus seemed tantalizingly interesting as a themed set of four or

component works in a larger set. In this context, Il Gran Mogol surely alludes to India or the empire of

the Mogul dynasty, not to its ruler. In Vivaldi circles Woolley’s discovery produced general rejoicing that

the near-mythical Il Gran Mogol was now proved to be tangibly real as actual music, and encouraged

renewed hope that this work’s equally precious companions and other lost compositions will be found if

we stay patient and manage to live long enough. The fruits of the discovery quickly followed: (a) Woolley’s

extensive article that examines the source, its background and the issues concerning text and repertory that

it provokes (‘An Unknown Flute Concerto by Vivaldi in Scotland’, Studi vivaldiani 10 (2010), 3–37); (b)

Woolley’s critical edition of the music, the subject of the present review; (c) the modern premiere of the

work, performed by La Serenissima in Edinburgh on 26 January 2011; and (d) the first commercial record-

ing, released by the same ensemble in 2011.

Il Gran Mogol, rv431a in D minor, a key rarely chosen for the transverse flute in the early eighteenth

century, is a fine work well worth performing. It’s a case made all the more interesting because the high

degree of textual authority that deserves to be attributed to rv431a stems not from the Edinburgh source

itself but almost entirely from its relationship with an incomplete autograph (lacking the central slow

movement) of a cognate version, the title-less rv431 in E minor. The Edinburgh manuscript, after all, is

incomplete, lacking the second violin part, and of uncertain provenance (seemingly Italian or French),

with no identifiable direct connection to the composer’s sphere of activity. Although it dates probably from

the mid-1730s, its text is notated in an unidentified scribal hand not hitherto known from Vivaldi sources.

Were it not for the existence of the autograph of rv431, one would be slow to rely on a copy-manuscript of

this type or dare to claim its music (or an outright peculiarity such as its unusual tonic key) to be author-

itative. It belongs, in the Edinburgh collection, alongside parts for three other concertos: one anonymous

and one each by William Babel and Jean-Daniel Braun. In the Preface to the present edition and at greater

length in his article, Woolley convincingly argues that these concertos were collected or otherwise acquired,

possibly at various locations on the Grand Tour, by Lord Robert Kerr, second son of William Kerr, third

Marquess of Lothian. Lord Robert, who would later die tragically young at the Battle of Culloden (1746) as

an officer fighting on the Hanoverian side against the Jacobite forces, is known to have possessed, by 1732,

music books and a flute and to have received music lessons. Woolley offers, in addition, a complementary

hypothesis: that Lord Robert may have acquired these flute compositions through his likely association in

the 1730s with the composer and flautist Francesco Barsanti, employed by the Edinburgh Musical Society, of

which Lord Robert became a member in 1740.

The incomplete autograph score of rv431, preserved in the Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria, Turin

(volume Giordano 31, fols 266–271), is thus of huge benefit. Despite the difference in key between the two

versions, the autograph proves beyond any doubt the authenticity and reliability of the Edinburgh version
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(rv431a) and enables the accurate reconstruction, with hardly any difficulty, of its missing second violin

part. In turn, the Edinburgh manuscript is of reciprocal benefit to rv431, for its central slow movement

offers one plausible solution (among others) for the equivalent movement missing from the autograph,

where Vivaldi simply wrote the instruction ‘Grave Sopra il Libro come stà’ (almost certainly meaning

‘base the slow movement on the original as it stands’). Indeed, Woolley’s close study of the readings in

both sources establishes that rv431 in E minor is in fact the later of the two versions, adapted from music

originally in D minor: that original was presumably a subsequently lost autograph score of rv431a with its

title Il Gran Mogol intact, and presumably the exemplar from which other copies were derived, including

the text that was transmitted to the Edinburgh manuscript. Since the autograph of rv431 is the key that

unlocks all the doors, it was wise of the editor and laudable of the publisher to present both rv431a and

rv431 together in the one volume. Indeed, this volume respects an important principle that I would recom-

mend as best practice for any publisher to observe: that, where it is practicable to do so, distinct versions of

a composition should be published together, not in separate volumes or at separate times, and that alterna-

tive versions need to be included as main text rather than merely mentioned in the supplementary content

of an edition.

As is the case with the many fine editions of baroque repertoire that have been issued since the 1990s by

this excellent publishing house, Edition HH, Woolley’s volume consists of well prepared and carefully

proofread text, beautifully presented in a layout convenient to performers and scholars alike. The Introduc-

tion, a prefatory essay covering in admirable detail all the issues raised by the sources as well as matters of

editorial policy and the methodology for reconstruction, appears in both English and German, with some

facsimile illustrations of pages from the two manuscripts. The main text is clean, entirely free from extra-

neous markings, allowing performers to interpret the music for themselves, and is complemented by the

usual kind of rigorous listing of readings in the Textual Notes located at the end of the volume. The

publisher’s website lists separate parts for sale or hire, and an arranged version of the score for flute and

keyboard reduction, in addition to the full score under review here. The one flaw I would draw attention to

is the lack of a specimen written-out realization of the continuo part, for even some professional performers,

besides many otherwise very competent amateurs, are not able with adequate fluency to realize extempore

without any guidance – especially when the original basso part is only sparsely figured (rv431) or not figured

at all (rv431a).
paul everett
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wilhelm friedemann bach (1710–1784)

CLAVIERMUSIK I

Léon Berben

Carus 83.346, 2010; one disc, 69 minutes

Léon Berben’s recording – the first volume of a projected series devoted to Wilhelm Friedemann Bach’s

keyboard music – was issued to mark the three hundredth anniversary of the composer’s birth in 2010.

Friedemann’s tercentenary also saw the publication of two monographs (by David Schulenberg and Ulrich

Kahmann respectively), while a thoroughly revised and updated version of Martin Falck’s thematic catalogue

of 1913 was completed by the established Bach scholar Peter Wollny in 2009 (to be published by Carus as

volume 2 of the series Bach-Repertorium; the numbers are listed in Wollny, ‘Bach, §III: (8) Wilhelm Friedemann

Bach’, in Grove Music Online <www.oxfordmusiconline.com> (27 February 2012)). The works selected by
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